Development and characterization of Sindbis virus with encoded fluorescent RNA aptamer Spinach2 for imaging of replication and immune-mediated changes in intracellular viral RNA.
Viral RNA studies often rely on in situ hybridization and reverse transcriptase-PCR to provide snapshots of RNA dynamics in infected cells. To facilitate analysis of cellular RNAs, aptamers Spinach and Spinach2 that bind and activate the conditional fluorophore 3, 5-difluoro-4-hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinon have been developed. To determine the feasibility of applying this technology to viral RNA, we have used cDNA clones of the TE strain of Sindbis virus (SINV) to construct multiple viruses containing one or two copies of tRNA-scaffolded Spinach2 after a second subgenomic promoter, TEds-1Sp and TEds-2Sp within the 3'UTR, TE-1UTRSp, or after a second subgenomic promoter and in the 3'UTR, TEds-1Sp+1 UTRSp. TEds-1Sp+1 UTRSp gave the brightest signal and replicated well in cell culture, while TEds-2Sp was the dimmest and replicated poorly. Selection of baby hamster kidney cells infected with TEds-1Sp+1 UTRSp for improved signal intensity identified a virus with a stronger signal and point mutations in the tRNA scaffold. Imaging of SINV in BHK cells showed RNA to be concentrated in filopodia that contacted and transferred RNA to adjacent cells. The effect of treatment with anti-E2 antibody, which effects non-cytolytic clearance of SINV from neurons, on viral RNA was cell-type-dependent. In antibody-treated BHK cells, intracellular viral RNA increased and spread of infection continued. In undifferentiated and differentiated AP7 neuronal cells antibody treatment induced viral RNA clearance. Both viruses with two inserted aptamers were prone to deletion. These studies form the basis for further development of aptamer-labelled viral RNAs that will facilitate functional studies on the dynamics of infection and clearance.